The two indices that have been proposed for quantifying the accuracy of smooth-following eye movements are shown to be interchangeable. This algebraic fact will permit comparability of values between laboratories only if workers who employ the signalto-noise ratio (S/N) as their index measure S and N as the total signal and noise power, respectively, in the eye movement record.
In their studies of visual smoothtracking dysfunction in schizophrenia, Holzman and his associates have recently adopted an objective measure which they describe as the ratio of signal to noise (S/N) in the eye movement recordings (Lindsey et al. 1978; Holzman et al. 1980) . For the same purpose, lacono and Lykken (1979a, 1979b) employed the root-mean-squared (RMS) deviation of the eye movement waveform from the target waveform. In a review article published in Schizophrenia Bulletin, Vol. 5, No. 4, Spohn and Patterson (1979) characterized the two methods as "similar"; in the interest of achieving comparability of findings between laboratories, it seemed appropriate to examine just how similar the RMS score and the S/N ratio really are.
Our method involves recording the target waveform, h(t), on one channel and the eye movement waveform, g(t), on a second channel. The latter is calibrated so that the target component contained in g(t) has the same amplitude as the target waveform itself. Therefore, the function obtained by subtracting the target from the movement record, f(t) = g(t) -h(t), is the deviation or tracking error function. (Before subtracting, the target and eye movement records must be aligned to compensate for psychomotor phase lag. We do this by visual superimposition on the CRT display. It could be done still more precisely by maximizing the cross-correlation functions.) Our measure of tracking dysfunction is simply:
where q is the length of the period of tracking.
Noise power can be calculated directly from this same tracking error function:
(Strictly speaking, noise power equals the integral over all frequencies of the squared Fourier transform of f(t), jF 2 (f)df. However, Parseval's theorem (Titchmarsh 1937) The initial calibration of the eye movement channel fixes the relation of S to N; therefore, without loss of generality, we can set S to any value, such as q. If S = q,
Thus, the measure of tracking error used by Iacono and Lykken turns out to equal the square root of the ratio of noise to signal in the eye movement record. Unfortunately for the purposes of interlaboratory comparability, however, the indices used in the two cited articles of Holzman and associates are not equal to each other and, while both are ratios of "signal" to "noise," neither index is the S/N ratio as usually understood and as defined in the foregoing. In Lindsey et al. (1978) , S was estimated (apparently) from the square of the correlation between the eye movement and the target records; this is reasonable since this common variance measures the proportion of the variance (=power) in g(t) that is attributable to the signal. Then a Fourier transform of the "residual" (apparently equivalent to our f(t)) was computed and integrated from .8 to 8 Hz to provide an estimate of N. Since the target frequency was .4 Hz, this noise estimate refers only to a portion of the upper part of the noise-frequency spectrum. It may be that other noise components were found to be insignificant or were considered for some reason to be irrelevant. In Holzman et al. (1980) , S was estimated by the integrated output of a bandpass filter set to pass that portion of the eye movement signal in the range from .2 to .6 Hz 1 ;
since target frequency was again .4 Hz, this estimate of S must have included some proportion of noise. In a similar way, N was estimated using a filter passing 1.2 to 20 Hz. This change in the range of noise frequencies, as compared with the previous study, or the less precise method of estimating S (or both) made a substantial difference in the In (S/N) indices obtained in the two studies since they range from -3.9 to +5.7 in the one case and from +1.1 to +3.3 in the other. The hard-wired method of Holzman et al. (1980) could be modified to yield true S/N measures on line by tuning the S-filter narrowly around the signal frequency and, for the N-filter, using a wide pass-band with a "notch" or exclusion filter at the signal frequency. However, analog recording of the EOG and the associated target signal seems a sensible precaution whatever method of analysis is used. Given such an analog recording, our method of RMS analysis, while the results are delayed until the FM tape can be played into the computer, is quite straightforward and quick, requiring only a minute or two per record once the equipment has been set in motion.
In view of (4) above, it appears that RMS and S/N measures of visual smooth-tracking dysfunction are logically equivalent and mutually translatable. This confirms Spohn and Patterson's (1979) conjecture but only when S and N are defined as the proportions of signal and noise power, respec-'The text of the article gives these settings as .4 to .8 Hz, but this is a printing error, and Dr. Holzman has kindly provided the correct values.
tively, in the eye movement record.
